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Abstract

A cognitive version of semiotics has to reopen the discussion of how to understand language 
in general and the possibility of a theory of language. L. Hjelmslev and his current French 
semio-linguistic followers, inspired by the great pioneer of structural semantics A.-J. Greimas, 
anchor their inquiry exclusively in text and discourse. By contrast, cognitive linguistics from 
Langacker and Talmy to Croft and Evans anchors language in the embodied mind, but has no 
perspective on text and discourse other than claiming that culture in general shapes what is not 
shaped by mind and perception. In one frame (Hjelmslev-Greimas), language is everything, 
and in the other (Langacker-Croft), it is almost nothing (in itself). Could we instead conceive 
language as ‘something’, as forming a substantial, structured, particular link between culture 
and the mind-brain, essential to both culture and mind-brain? Could we build a theoretical and 
analytical study of language in all forms, in order to describe it as a structured architecture of 
instances that connect culture and mind? In that case, we will have to revisit the models of both 
semio-linguistics and cognitive linguistics and examine the semiotic functions in language 
that allow the sharing of meaning to which other animals have no access, the sophisticated 
connection of communication and thinking that makes human culture possible. This paper 
shortly presents a few core suggestions concerning three involved issues: the linear wording 
of language (linearization); the role of syntax as a reconstruction of thought that simulates its 
composition; and the complex semiotic functions that connect its ‘immanent’ core operations 
and its ‘transcendent’ enunciational and pragmatic operations.

Keywords: linearization, semiosis, semantics, simulation, syntactic integration, stemmatics, 
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1. What Grammar Is for
Figure 1 

This graph, found in my email, is a sentence tree1 jokingly used in an invitation to a 
linguistic seminar in Copenhagen. Transcription: 

I anledning af Jens’ fødselsdag afholder KU et sprogvidenskabeligt seminar om grammatisk 
struktur
In occasion of Jens(gen.) birthday holds KU2 a linguistic seminar on grammatical structure

As we can see, the linear concatenations of words form the immediate output of the tree. 
The nodes are disposed in such a way that branches do not cross, and so that the general 
impression is that the nodes always connect neighboring terms or phrases. This impression 
is based in a deep-rooted belief, namely that word contact as such produces meaning.3 Ideas 
of language as the ‘living word’, in which content is present immediately in the breath of 
speech, and thus as a strictly linear construction of meaning by linking one word to the next, 
so that contact would create content, seem implied in the extremely stubborn adherence to 
this principle.4	The	problem	is	that	the	infinitely	many	contact-based	nodes	possible	between	
infinitely many words or phrases would make it meaningless to search for a grammar of 
these nodes. So the core function of grammar, the study of syntactic composition, becomes 
a	study	of	the	affinity	between	particular	words,	and	not	a	study	of	the	problem	of	how they 
connect. In that view, the connecting nodes themselves cannot be studied, since they are 
infinitely specific; and they need not be studied, since the words in contact are animated 
and semantically determined by the speaker’s intention in the living moment of speech. It 
should be considered a miracle that speakers and hearers manage to find any meaning in 
concatenated	words	in	real	time,	if	the	nodes	are	infinitely	specific.	Instead,	there	must	be	a	
syntactic design of sentence components, superimposed on words of different word classes, a 
design	regulating	the	syntactic	functions	they	fulfill,	and	that	makes	it	possible	for	sentences 
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as such to make sense, even when the wording, as happens regularly in oral discourse, is 
incomplete.	The	sentence	example	above	(fig.	1)	allows	the	addressee	to	access	the	message	
by simply reading off the terminal string in its linear order, while forgetting about the 
structure of the tree, as if tree structure did not account for sentence meaning.

Since the author’s preface in Lucien Tesnière’s Éléments de syntaxe structurale 
(Tesnière 1965), sentence trees have occasionally been used this way, jokingly, as 
expressive units, to stress the fact that the ‘tree’ articulation of grammatical components, 
the stemma, as he called it, does make sense as such. Tesnière was maybe the first 
linguist to problematize the linearism of grammatical thinking. He saw that grammatical 
tree structures are useful if they show the principles that make word combinations 
meaningful and that create sentence meaning. He saw that stemmas, the tree structures, 
are not just echoes of linear word combinations but instead autonomous organizers of 
meaning. Syntactic compositions are semantic operations, he thought. Words already 
have meanings, either as categorical terms (lexemes) or as relational terms (morphemes), 
but this does not explain the meaning of their integrations into meaningful sentences; the 
syntactic operations that create meanings out of these meanings have to be understood 
in their own right, as creators of sentence meanings. As I explained in 1973, he did 
not succeed in finding the structural laws of nodes and morpho-lexical integration in 
the sentence and utterance perspective, a huge task; but he managed to challenge the 
linearism of traditional syntactic analysis, the linearist belief in the semantic miracle of 
meaning-making word contact that still dominates linguistics all together.

Language allows our mind-brain to communicate with other mind-brains and to 
shape itself through expression. It opens an access to knowledge, feelings, and thoughts 
that exist ‘out there’ in the community of minds we call culture. This cultural universe 
of knowledge, feelings, and thoughts is the world of meaning; the aspect of language we 
refer to as semantics thus concerns the ‘meaningful’ exchanges between the individual 
speaker and hearer and the community of language speakers surrounding the individual 
with ‘meaningful’ discourse. 

In individual minds, meaning emerges as ‘chunks’ of thought that seem to form a 
rhythmic	flow	of	ideational	units,	each	equipped	with	both	a	minimum	of	figurative	features	
and some intentional traits, including the predicative schema of ‘attributing something to 
something’. Semantic units of meaning are often a sort of mental blocks of spatio-temporal 
episodes, ‘scenarios’, or iconic ‘states-of-affairs’, existing in mental three-dimensional space-
time. Nevertheless, and by contrast, the linguistic expression of these units is linear, that is, 
displayed in one-dimensional time as articulated speech sounds. The contrast between the 3D 
format of thoughts and the 1D format of linear expression is bridged by language, we could 
say. How does language realize this achievement? According to the present account, by two 
distinct grammatical devices, one being the semio-semantic binding we call ‘word’; the other 
being the syntactic simulation of thought which connects both ways between 1D expression 
and 3D thought. Grammar integrates the semio-semantic units into the syntactic simulator. 
The integrated semio-syntactic ‘trees’ thus allow grammar to connect our mental formations 
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Figure 3. A possible model of semio-cognitive integrations
 

Relations	(I)	between	lexemes and cognitive, conceptual categories integrate into clauses 
(II) structured by morphemes that are linked to cognitive schemas relating the categories. 
Syntactic clauses and phrases composed of lexemes and morphemes are integrated into 
sentences (III), that both constitute the semantic simulations of 3D thought needed 
for transmission, and provide the expressive 1D strings needed. Sentences are further 
integrated into enunciative (person-oriented) and pragmatic (situation-oriented) acts, 
which correspond to, and are thus semiotically linked to, concrete single expressive 
acts of thinking, deciding, evaluating, wondering, desiring, feeling etc. The signifiers 
of	the	expressive	levels	(R	I	through	IV)	carry	markers	of	their	type	of	content,	as	their	
signifieds,	and	these	again	bind	to	the	semantic	entities	of	the	corresponding	types	and	
levels,	in	the	linguistically	configured	minds	of	speakers	and	hearers.	

According to this model, the linearization of meaning happens step by step, or level 
by level, in processes of ‘languageing’-while-thinking. Delinearization of utterance 
strings correspondingly also happens step by step and level by level in processes of 
decoding spoken, signed or written language. When words are integrated into clauses, 
their	meanings	are	thus	specified	and	integrated	into	more	comprehensive	meanings;	this	
phenomenon	is	active	on	all	levels	of	transition	from	R	I	to	R	IV.	Semio-syntax	–	all	that	
happens from words to utterances – is therefore meaningful, literally: it performs an all-
important semantic task; grammar reshapes and simulates meaning for transmission. 
Grammar takes single structures of thought as an input and rebuilds them, so to speak, 
into single syntactico-semantic structures; these ‘rebuilt’ simulatory structures have the 
extremely important advantage that they can be linearized, due to their tree format, which 
means they have an output going to phonetics and gesture, when we speak, sign or write. 
When listening to speech in a known language, we inversely automatically delinearize 
the perceived expressions and make grammatical sense of them, which creates semantic 
structures that are input to thought as such. 

The linearizing and delinearizing role of language means that language has to 
simulate thought; what we communicate must be these ideational simulacres. Other 
animals have expressions and thoughts, but cannot linearize structures of thinking, and 
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In this model, we have a central function that constitutes the text – the utterance – as 
a semiotic articulation of phonetic and grammatical entities, and thereby as the core 
function of linearization and delinearization, since linguistic signs of any dimension: 
word, morpheme, phrase, clause, sentence, text, offer a linear expression side and a non-
linear content side (or ‘plane’, as Hjelmslev said). Learners of a second language must 
train both its phonetics and its syntactic properties, so that they can mentally recognize its 
(linear)	signifiers	(Sa)	on	the	two	levels	indicated	(prosodic	and	phonetic),	and	recognize	
its (non-linear) grammatical constellations of words and clauses and their resulting 
meaning compositions – the latter being the main problem in cognitive linguistics. Again, 
how	can	word	signs	gathered	in	some	cluster	produce	a	unified	meaning,	a	simulation	of	a	
thought? We will present a hypothesis to answer or elucidate this question.

3. Grammatical Meaning Making

One interesting feature of construction grammar, however, is the idea that syntax 
is structured by patterns that cannot be explained by verb valencies or other such 
combinatory preferences of the involved lexemes and morphemes, but that instead exist 
as underlying or superordinate syntactic forms that creatively ‘receive’ the occasional 
constituents without depending on them.8 These independent patterns are the autonomous 
constructions of grammar, and they are considered as constituting a huge, possibly 
infinite	inventory	of	patterns	specific	to	each	language.	But	these	(supposedly	arbitrary)	
constructions	do	not	seem	to	help	us	find	the	meaning	builders	in	grammar.	If	we	could	
find	a	common	structuring	principle	of	these	construction	patterns,	 this	would	certainly	
be better, since all languages appear to transcribe thought into some constructional format 
and therefore must be able to build these simulations through the syntactic medium that 
holds lexical and morphemic items together in sentences.

One way to approach the question is to study the apodictic connections that ‘school 
grammar’ offers us, and consider them as integrative operations. A sentence can then be 
seen as a cascade of binary grammatical integrations. When verbs9 ‘take’ subjects, we 
could regard this operation as a binary integration of the subject complement into the 
entity	that	first	was	a	verb	–	meaning	that	“something	is	or	happens”	–	and	which	now	
is a verb-cum-subject, let’s say, a nexus (using Otto Jespersen’s term10). Every operation 
would carry a proto-conceptual meaning, in this case corresponding to what a nominative 
or an ergative means to a verb: focus or agency – something like neutral or agentive 
“aboutness”. So “something is or happens and it is about this category”. If this cluster 
again ‘takes’ a predicative complement by a new binary integration, the proto-conceptual 
meaning of this operation: quality-of-something – “quale”, this second complement 
will integrate the two proto-concepts, the quality-of-something and the aboutness, so 
that the operation will create a semantic unit proposing the quality of a theme that it is 
about. If instead the cluster is given a proto-concept of object, or “target”, the integration 
will propose the idea of something being made or being seen or, in a phenomenological 
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sense, being intended, connecting to the subject, especially as an agent that it may be 
intended by. A dative complement will use this new cluster and add the proto-concept of 
“going-somewhere”,	of	a	“destination”,	whether	kinetic,	as	a	direction,	or	by	finality,	as	
a	final	cause.	The	result	of	this	operation	can	again	integrate	items	pertaining	to	a	proto-
concept of “coming-from-something” or “emerging from something”, such as springing 
from a ground, a source, a material cause, a force, or an instrumental facilitator, a mental 
disposition – a “projective” idea. 

The locative complement is a framing supplement that can be integrated into the 
more or less scenarial cluster produced hitherto by some of the above. It adds a sort of 
anchoring space-and-time determination to the scenario. The multiply enriched cluster 
finally,	before	reaching	its	 limit	of	saturation,	‘takes’	an	epistemic framer that indicates 
the truth-value status or the evidential value of the entire set-up, which is now a saturated 
meaning, a representation of some thought, and is a sentence. The total syntactic cluster 
can integrate other syntactic clusters with similar semantic and syntactic properties – a 
sort of analogical connective.

The cascade of proto-conceptual integrations considered so far can be summarized 
as a series of binary complementations to a cluster built on a proto-conceptual head 
whose meaning is, at least, that “something-is-going-on”. We get a locally maximal and 
canonical sequence of operations (<–) inserting a complement of a certain rank x (Cx) to 
an already created cluster: 

(((((((Head C0 <– subject C1) <–predicative C2) <– objective C3) <– directive C4) <– 
projective C5) <– locative C6) <– epistemic C7) <– connective C8)

This cascade of proto-conceptual complementations is not only active in building verbal 
phrases and clauses of many sorts, but also appears to underlie nominal, adjectival and 
adverbial phrases. A canonical sequence of possible complements in all phrase types could 
in fact explain the fast and automated processing in production and reception of speech, 
and also the possibility of converting verb phrases to noun phrases, active constructions to 
passive constructions, etc.11	A	generalized	proto-conceptual	format	underlying	the	specific	
constructions	(active-transitive,	di-transitive,	intransitive,	impersonal,	passive,	reflexive,	
etc.) would orient or guide the processing toward the saturated semantic results that we 
mentally access as representations – conceptual meaning: simulacra of thoughts.

For the sake of graphic convenience, we can then analyze particular constructions in 
terms	of	truncated,	or	partially	filled,	complement	cascades	diagrammed	as	follows	(fig.	6):
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Figure 6 
(1) Jensen sneezed the napkin off the table.
   

Nodes (1, 2, 3,…) are integrations and carry the rank number of the operation in the 
canonical cascade. As the example shows, articles are treated as nominal heads, which 
may surprise; but they do mean that “something is going on”, and they do take a subject 
(C1). The caused-motion construction allows the intransitive verb sneeze to ‘take’ both 
an object (C3) and a directive complement (C4) indicating where the napkin is “going” 
as a result of the activity. We do not need the rather clumsy explanation by a mysterious 
grammatical ‘blending’ of two constructions – one intransitive, the other motion-causative 
– in order to account for sentences such as (1).

Here	is	a	second	example,	from	the	Danish,	the	sentence	we	have	already	seen	(fig.	1):

(2) I anledning af Jens’ fødselsdag afholder KU et sprogvidenskabeligt seminar om grammatisk 
struktur.

Figure 7
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The integrations create the constructions. The iterations of parts of the canonical cascade 
thus account for meaning construction in entire utterances. However, the integration 
stemmas (trees, phrase markers), using Tesnière’s term, should also make it possible to 
describe the process of linearization. Since the order of complements is stable, a top-
down	reading	of	a	stemma	yields	a	meaningful	first	 linear,	concatenative	string.	In	this	
notation, each operation, producing a result which is a node, will carry the rank number 
of the integrated complement, so (with ‘o’ marking the place of the operator’s morphem if 
present) the recursive rule of linearization can be noted as follows:

Basic string: (Cn <– Cn+1) o => Cn ˆ o ˆ Cn+1

In our two examples, this will yield the results (1*) and (2*):

(1*) Sneezed Jensen the napkin off (of) the table

The basic string often calls for the application of additional rules operating on this pre-
edited linear output to obtain the correct string. One of the most important additional rules 
is the following, used in most English and Danish non-interrogative sentences:

Nexus inversion: C0 ˆ C1 => C0 ˆ C1 [Jensen sneezed…]
(2*) Afholder KU et seminar sprogvidenskabeligt i anledning af fødselsdag Jens’

Nexus inversion applies again [KU afholder…], and we must activate two other motivated 
rules to obtain (1):

Qualitative non-nexus predicate inversion: C1 ˆ C2 => C2 ˆ C1 [sprogvidenskabeligt seminar]
Genitive non-nexus inversion: Cx ˆ C5 => C5 ˆ Cx [Jens’ fødselsdag]

Applying	language-specific	binary	inversion	rules	–	a	limited	number	of	those	–	to	the	
non-specific basic strings obtained by a simple top-down reading of the constitutive 
stemma creates strings that correspond to the normative prescriptions of word order.12 

Whereas generative grammars postulated a concatenative composition principle for 
the creation of grammatical strings – and thereby gave up all pretensions to represent 
the meaning building in syntax – the new conception of syntax presented here makes it 
possible to jointly study the origin of articulated expression and the origin of meaning 
building in language. It offers a realistic model of the core component in the semiotic 
architecture of language, a component capable of decoding and encoding in real time even 
the extremely complex constructions that we encounter in everyday reading and writing, 
such as the following, in French:

(3) On comprend par linguistique structurale un ensemble de recherches reposant sur une 
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hypothèse	selon	laquelle	il	est	scientifiquement	légitime	de	décrire	le	langage	comme	étant	
essentiellement une entité autonome de dépendances internes, ou, en un mot, une structure. 
(First sentence in Louis Hjelmslev’s essay, “Linguistique structurale”, 1948, Essais 
linguistiques, Paris 1971.

The stemmatic version of this utterance is a diagram of the operations immediately 
performed by our mind-brains while reading the linguist’s sentence and comprehending it 
as	a	definition	of	structural	linguistics.	Most	of	the	embedded	structures	here	are	of	course	
identifiable in terms of transitive, impersonal, predicative constructions, but the proto-
conceptual cascades that allow the regional (proto-conceptual) clusters to form a coherent 
whole that miraculously both ‘makes sense’ and can be projected linearly have to be solidly 
planted in the reader’s as well as in the writer’s mind, and in all speakers of the language, 
in order to be mobilized so effortlessly in a situation of communication that does not focus 
on the transmission but just on the sharing of ideas that language provides. Fig. 8:

Figure 8
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The details of the above demonstration may of course be contested and put to a test 
by extended grammatical research and especially by systematic comparative analyses 
of textual corpora in a given language13, with its specific linearization rules that may 
of course be somewhat more complicated than the simple ones shown here, and of the 
specific	proto-conceptual	integrative	operations	underlying	constructions	of	all	types.	

4. From Language to Culture

The simplest way to put the core message of this paper, as a conclusion, may be to once 
more stress the fact that syntax really is, and should be acknowledged as, an essential 
cognitive and semiotic object of study, even if the presented idea of a meaning-building 
syntax, an idea of syntax as a simulation of meaning given as thought, is challenging, 
maybe also for philosophical reasons. The idea that our mind-brains can hold more or less 
the ‘same’ thought in various versions and various granularities related to various contexts 
through either internal or external syntactic simulation may be disturbing, but it might 
explain	why	and	how	we	manage	to	vary	and	develop	our	own	thinking,	and	to	fixate	it	as	
a belief across the variations and rephrasings, by ‘writing it out’ in different forms. 

Cultural life allows and even needs semiotic simulations (of simulations) of thoughts 
to circulate more or less anonymously, in order to form shared ideas, ‘ideologies’, 
‘common ground’. Literature of all sorts makes these simulations possible, because 
language connects expressions and contents, thereby taking these contents out of the 
minds that originate or modify them, and letting them be ‘known’ and discussed, as 
accumulative	and	modifiable	knowledge	and	history	or	as	imaginary	ritual	and	mythical	
references, ideological narratives, stereotypes, emotional anchorings. The diachronical 
and synchronical differentiation of languages, giving rise to creoles, dialects, sociolects, 
sexolects, theolects etc. may stem from the power of language to in fact separate thoughts 
from	thinking	and	to	freeze	their	simulacres	into	specific	cultural	‘values’	that	communities	
share, discuss, and protect from outsiders; idioms are linked to idiomatic and identity-
related contents that serve to particularize individuals and groups. If language could not 
simulate thought, none of this would be possible. Discourse, genres of discourse, and 
effects of discourse are based on the possibilities given by the nature of language in this 
sense. A cognitive semiotics should be particularly prepared to study that nature.

Notes
1 The sentence tree, or phrase marker, uses a format of Head Driven Grammar (HPSG). See 

Zhang 2009.
2 KU: the University of Copenhagen.
3	 I	criticized	this	belief	in	Brandt	1973,	my	first	presentation	of	an	alternative	model	of	grammar.
4 In 1973, I saw this principle as due to a ‘metaphysics of presence’ criticized by the philosopher 

Jacques Derrida in his Grammatologie (1967).
5  First generation construction grammar: Goldberg 1995.
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6		 All	syntactic	theories	that	allow	trees	with	terminal	strings,	 like	the	example	in	fig.	1,	show	
deep negligence of the two core issues of syntax, namely how to understand its integrative 
semantic mechanism and how to understand its mechanisms of linear manifestation.

7  Theorized in Hjelmslev 1961. Here, the principle of semiotic recursion is used in a way not 
anticipated by Hjelmslev, who conceived it as an epistemological principle determining 
metalanguage types.

8  ‘Constructions’, in this sense, include patterns such as: X is the Y of Z (Armstrong is the king 
of jazz). Or: NPˆVPˆNPˆPpˆNP (Jensen sneezed the napkin off the table).

9  The ‘school grammar’ approach allows us to at least temporarily suppose we know what we 
mean by ‘verb’, ‘noun, ‘proposition’, ‘adverb’, and so forth. 

10 Jespersen 1992. In Jespersen’s grammar, there is a considerable expansion of the concept, but 
the basic idea is maintained here.

11 This again comes close to Jespersen’s idea of ranks and nexus.
12 Note that there are often several different correct linear versions of the same stemmatic 

sentence; inversion rules are therefore a major challenge for language learners.
13 The author has had the opportunity to apply, with his students, the stemmatic semio-syntactic 

analysis to corpora of sentences in Arabic, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, and Lituanian, with 
interesting preliminary results. Entire grammars should be written in order to test the validity 
of the model.
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